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Lawyers are a shallow, unreflective lot. ByLawyers are a shallow, unreflective lot. By

and large they plead, contract and imprisonand large they plead, contract and imprison

without worrying about why they do thingswithout worrying about why they do things

the way they do. When they are cross-the way they do. When they are cross-

examined by philosophers they usually hintexamined by philosophers they usually hint

pompously that they are too busy and toopompously that they are too busy and too

important to have the luxury of navel-important to have the luxury of navel-

gazing. If they deign to debate at all, theygazing. If they deign to debate at all, they

plunder other disciplines for a theoreticalplunder other disciplines for a theoretical

justification for their activities. Theologyjustification for their activities. Theology

and philosophy have helped out; so, moreand philosophy have helped out; so, more

recently, have economics and sociology.recently, have economics and sociology.

Now it is biology’s turn. Because biology’sNow it is biology’s turn. Because biology’s

conclusions are so much more verifiableconclusions are so much more verifiable

than those of theology and philosophy, thethan those of theology and philosophy, the

biological sciences (and particularly neuro-biological sciences (and particularly neuro-

science) are likely soon to dictate the wayscience) are likely soon to dictate the way

the law develops, rather than being (asthe law develops, rather than being (as

other disciplines were) mere fig leaves toother disciplines were) mere fig leaves to

cover up the law’s occasional embarrass-cover up the law’s occasional embarrass-

ment at its intellectual nakedness. We are atment at its intellectual nakedness. We are at

the start of a real revolution. This bookthe start of a real revolution. This book

sounds the first shots.sounds the first shots.

Law makes a number of very crudeLaw makes a number of very crude

working assumptions. It assumes thatworking assumptions. It assumes that

apparently competent adults are free toapparently competent adults are free to

make choices; that they act rationally inmake choices; that they act rationally in

what they perceive to be their best interests;what they perceive to be their best interests;

that they have reasonable foresight of thethat they have reasonable foresight of the

consequences of their actions; and that theyconsequences of their actions; and that they

generally mean what they say. Its yardstickgenerally mean what they say. Its yardstick

is the man on the Clapham omnibus, theis the man on the Clapham omnibus, the

incarnation of reasonableness. Applying anincarnation of reasonableness. Applying an

unconsciously dogmatic theory of mind, itunconsciously dogmatic theory of mind, it

attributes to the reasonable man a fairattributes to the reasonable man a fair

amount of prescience: that bus whirrs withamount of prescience: that bus whirrs with

guessing, second guessing and third guessing.guessing, second guessing and third guessing.

These (usually) unspoken foundationsThese (usually) unspoken foundations

of the law were always rather vulnerable toof the law were always rather vulnerable to

anyone who had read an undergraduateanyone who had read an undergraduate

philosophy text. But they crumble beforephilosophy text. But they crumble before

anyone armed with a bit of psychology andanyone armed with a bit of psychology and

evolutionary biology. Take one example:evolutionary biology. Take one example:

are we free? In many respects we plainly areare we free? In many respects we plainly are

not. We are creatures of our geneticnot. We are creatures of our genetic

inheritance and our environments. Thereinheritance and our environments. There

is a subtype of human epilepsy producingis a subtype of human epilepsy producing

subtle personality changes including, typi-subtle personality changes including, typi-

cally, a preoccupation with religion. Forcally, a preoccupation with religion. For

someone in Mao’s China that could havesomeone in Mao’s China that could have

some nasty forensic consequences. In somesome nasty forensic consequences. In some

male rodents a tendency to monogamy ismale rodents a tendency to monogamy is

associated with a high number of vaso-associated with a high number of vaso-

pressin receptors in the nucleus accumbens.pressin receptors in the nucleus accumbens.

If a similar phenomenon applied in humans,If a similar phenomenon applied in humans,

it may have significant repercussions forit may have significant repercussions for

legislators considering whether bigamylegislators considering whether bigamy

should be a criminal offence. And so on.should be a criminal offence. And so on.

The law’s response is that everyone hasThe law’s response is that everyone has

tendencies, but true automatism is vanish-tendencies, but true automatism is vanish-

ingly rare. The law is about modelling aingly rare. The law is about modelling a

proper society and channelling tendenciesproper society and channelling tendencies

in a socially desirable way. Science hasin a socially desirable way. Science has

nothing coherent to say about whatnothing coherent to say about what

amounts to a good society.amounts to a good society.

But science will not sit down and shutBut science will not sit down and shut

up. It insists that our values are generatedup. It insists that our values are generated

by the imperatives of natural selection.by the imperatives of natural selection.

Selfishness is the author of apparent altruismSelfishness is the author of apparent altruism

and social cohesion. Darwin dictates theand social cohesion. Darwin dictates the

very morality that the law purports tovery morality that the law purports to

protect and embody. If there is a realprotect and embody. If there is a real

natural law, it is written not on our heartsnatural law, it is written not on our hearts

by the finger of God, but in our DNA byby the finger of God, but in our DNA by

desperate genes.desperate genes.

This collection of fourteen fascinatingThis collection of fourteen fascinating

and beautifully written essays is the firstand beautifully written essays is the first

emphatic assertion that the law needsemphatic assertion that the law needs

neuroscience if it is not to be a hopelessneuroscience if it is not to be a hopeless

intellectual ostrich, and the first attempt tointellectual ostrich, and the first attempt to

write a tentative agenda for the debate thatwrite a tentative agenda for the debate that

has to happen. Few subjects matter more.has to happen. Few subjects matter more.

Anyone who wants to learn the vocabularyAnyone who wants to learn the vocabulary

of the subject needs this book.of the subject needs this book.
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A welcome manifestation of the reawaken-A welcome manifestation of the reawaken-

ing of interest in the philosophical basis ofing of interest in the philosophical basis of

psychiatry has been the recent series ofpsychiatry has been the recent series of

books on the subject, edited by Bill Fulfordbooks on the subject, edited by Bill Fulford

and colleagues. Now comes a new additionand colleagues. Now comes a new addition

to the series by Pat Bracken and Philto the series by Pat Bracken and Phil

Thomas, who, over the years, have pub-Thomas, who, over the years, have pub-

lished a wide range of articles and com-lished a wide range of articles and com-

mentaries, which have been critical ofmentaries, which have been critical of

psychiatric orthodoxy. Theirpsychiatric orthodoxy. Their BMJBMJ paperpaper
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on ‘postpsychiatry’ (Bracken & Thomas,on ‘postpsychiatry’ (Bracken & Thomas,

2001) created much2001) created much animated and, at times,animated and, at times,

acrimonious debate.acrimonious debate. This book represents aThis book represents a

more extended account of their views, andmore extended account of their views, and

encompasses such topics as phenomenol-encompasses such topics as phenomenol-

ogy, linguistics, narrative-based medicineogy, linguistics, narrative-based medicine

and representation in art. Their chosenand representation in art. Their chosen

guides to this cultural terrain are Foucault,guides to this cultural terrain are Foucault,

Heidegger and Wittgenstein.Heidegger and Wittgenstein.

At the core of the authors’ thesis is aAt the core of the authors’ thesis is a

critique of what they see as the negativecritique of what they see as the negative

consequences of the European Enlighten-consequences of the European Enlighten-

ment. While keen to acknowledge thement. While keen to acknowledge the

successes of the legacy of the Age ofsuccesses of the legacy of the Age of

Reason, they also wish to expose itsReason, they also wish to expose its

limitations. Modern psychiatry has itslimitations. Modern psychiatry has its

origins in the Enlightenment, whose leadingorigins in the Enlightenment, whose leading

thinkers held that reason would solve thethinkers held that reason would solve the

problems of humanity and unlock theproblems of humanity and unlock the

mysteries of the mind. This, in the authors’mysteries of the mind. This, in the authors’

view, has led to the inappropriate applica-view, has led to the inappropriate applica-

tion of ‘scientific’ technologies to the madtion of ‘scientific’ technologies to the mad

and distressed. This approach places littleand distressed. This approach places little

weight on such factors as meaning, valueweight on such factors as meaning, value

and social context. The authors wish toand social context. The authors wish to

bring to the fore these factors, which theybring to the fore these factors, which they

regard as vital to a proper understanding ofregard as vital to a proper understanding of

human beings, and they propose that ahuman beings, and they propose that a

hermeneutic rather than a biological ‘reduc-hermeneutic rather than a biological ‘reduc-

tionist’ approach is the most apt. Micheltionist’ approach is the most apt. Michel

Foucault had famously stated that theFoucault had famously stated that the

language of psychiatry is a monologue oflanguage of psychiatry is a monologue of

reasonreason aboutabout madness. Postpsychiatry, themadness. Postpsychiatry, the

authors declare, aims to put an end to thisauthors declare, aims to put an end to this

monologue and allow other voices to bemonologue and allow other voices to be

heard.heard.

At one time Bracken and Thomas mightAt one time Bracken and Thomas might

have been perceived as operating on thehave been perceived as operating on the

fringes of the discipline. However, a meet-fringes of the discipline. However, a meet-

ing on critical approaches to psychiatry ating on critical approaches to psychiatry at

the annual meeting of the Royal College ofthe annual meeting of the Royal College of

Psychiatrists in Edinburgh in 2005 attractedPsychiatrists in Edinburgh in 2005 attracted

a large audience and demonstrated thata large audience and demonstrated that

their concerns have a wide constituency,their concerns have a wide constituency,

although apparentlyalthough apparently notnot in academic psy-in academic psy-

chiatry. The growing division betweenchiatry. The growing division between

clinical and university psychiatrists is notedclinical and university psychiatrists is noted

by the authors, who attribute it to theby the authors, who attribute it to the

impact on academia of the pharmaceuticalimpact on academia of the pharmaceutical

industry, which is driving a narrowlyindustry, which is driving a narrowly

neurobiological agenda to the exclusion ofneurobiological agenda to the exclusion of

social and psychological factors.social and psychological factors.

A key chapter in the book is the fourthA key chapter in the book is the fourth

one, which examines the philosophicalone, which examines the philosophical

assumptions underlying models of psycho-assumptions underlying models of psycho-

pathology. Those who have looked into thepathology. Those who have looked into the

subject will be aware that there has been asubject will be aware that there has been a

scholarly and often recondite debate con-scholarly and often recondite debate con-

cerning the origins of Jaspers’ thought. Thecerning the origins of Jaspers’ thought. The

authors not only give a very lucid andauthors not only give a very lucid and

balanced account of the debate, but theybalanced account of the debate, but they

demonstrate why such matters have majordemonstrate why such matters have major

implications for the way we interact withimplications for the way we interact with

patients. Do we adopt a supposedly ‘rigorous’patients. Do we adopt a supposedly ‘rigorous’

and ‘scientific’ medical gaze which attemptsand ‘scientific’ medical gaze which attempts

to separate a person’s experience from theirto separate a person’s experience from their

social and bodily context? This, accordingsocial and bodily context? This, according

to the authors, is the Jasperian position. Orto the authors, is the Jasperian position. Or

do we adopt a non-Cartesian approach,do we adopt a non-Cartesian approach,

which emphasises cultural factors and thewhich emphasises cultural factors and the

search for meaning, and which the authorssearch for meaning, and which the authors

themselves favour?themselves favour?

Bracken and Thomas also bring aBracken and Thomas also bring a

critical eye to such subjects as evidence-critical eye to such subjects as evidence-

based medicine, cognitive theories of mindbased medicine, cognitive theories of mind

and the role of the humanities: underlyingand the role of the humanities: underlying

intellectual assumptions are dissected andintellectual assumptions are dissected and

laid bare. The entire book seeks to stimu-laid bare. The entire book seeks to stimu-

late debate, and one gains the impressionlate debate, and one gains the impression

that the authors would be disappointed ifthat the authors would be disappointed if

they did not provoke some discord. And, ofthey did not provoke some discord. And, of

course, they do provide much material forcourse, they do provide much material for

argument. Space does not permit theargument. Space does not permit the

lengthy discussion which the book deserves,lengthy discussion which the book deserves,

but we can consider one point. In theirbut we can consider one point. In their

desire to pay heed to the voices of thosedesire to pay heed to the voices of those

who are mentally ill and to underminewho are mentally ill and to undermine

those who would see psychiatry as a benignthose who would see psychiatry as a benign

and essentially humane enterprise, theand essentially humane enterprise, the

authors sometimes uncritically privilegeauthors sometimes uncritically privilege

the perspective of the sufferer or the criticsthe perspective of the sufferer or the critics

of psychiatry. For instance, Andrew Scull’sof psychiatry. For instance, Andrew Scull’s

view that the Victorian asylum was a placeview that the Victorian asylum was a place

for society to dump its ‘inconvenient’for society to dump its ‘inconvenient’

people is presented without reference topeople is presented without reference to

studies, for example, of the Royal Edinburgh,studies, for example, of the Royal Edinburgh,

Lancaster and Ticehurst Asylums, whichLancaster and Ticehurst Asylums, which

demonstrate that patients were drawn fromdemonstrate that patients were drawn from

a wide range of society and were sufferinga wide range of society and were suffering

from severe types of mental disturbance.from severe types of mental disturbance.

However, enough has probably been said toHowever, enough has probably been said to

indicate that this book provides an engagedindicate that this book provides an engaged

and, at times, provocative critique of theand, at times, provocative critique of the

current state of psychiatry. As such, itcurrent state of psychiatry. As such, it

deserves a wide readership.deserves a wide readership.
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